APA Examples for Citing Sources (with edition #6 handbook section numbers)

The Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association, 6th edition, which is the source of this document’s content, gives tips on writing, paper formatting, plagiarism avoidance, citing references in text, and creating a Reference List, Call Number: REF BF76.7.P83 2010. Also, see the TCC Library Cite Sources Guide http://libguides.tcc.edu/cite for additional information.

PERIODICALS, 7.01

General reference form for citing a periodical


Digital Object Identifier  Note: Include the DOI if available. There is no terminal period after it.

Journal article with DOI (digital object identifier)

• Note: When a reference has up to seven authors, spell out all authors’ names in the reference list. A parenthetical citation in text would resemble this example: (Gilbert et al., 2004)


Journal article without DOI (when DOI is not available)

• Give Web address/URL for the periodical if no DOI is assigned and content was retrieved online. No retrieval date is needed.


Online magazine article


Online newspaper article


BOOKS, REFERENCE BOOKS, BOOK CHAPTERS, print and electronic, 7.02

• Put editions and volume and page numbers in parentheses following the title with a period after the parentheses, for example, (Rev. ed.). or (Vol. xx, pp. xxx-xxx).
• You may list the name of the lead editor, followed by et al., for major reference works with a large editorial board.
• Text Citation to a book with no author/editor uses a few words of the title, or the whole title if short, in place of author name.

Entire Print Book or Reference Book, one or more authors/editors, 7.02 (See other sections for multiple authors/editors.)

Author, A. A. (Publication Year). Title of work. Location: Publisher.

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Publication Year). Title of work. Location: Publisher.
Editor, A. A. (Ed.). (Publication Year). *Title of work*. Location: Publisher.


**Chapter or Entry in a print or electronic book or reference book, 7.02**

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Publication Year). Title of chapter or entry. In A. Editor, B. Editor, & C. Editor (Eds.), *Title of book* (pp. xxx-xxx). Location: Publisher. *Note*: Chapter/Entry title sufficient if no page numbers.


Author, A. A., Author, B. B., & Author, C. C. (Publication Year). Title of chapter or entry. In A. Editor, B. Editor, & C. Editor (Eds.), *Title of book* (pp. xxx-xxx). Location: Publisher. doi:xxxxxxxx


**ONLINE WEB SOURCES** (including YouTube videos)

- List as many of these elements as possible: all author names, publication date or n.d. if no date, document title in italics, URL/website address. Give retrieval date only if source content may change. (Reference: Online Writing Lab, Perdue University)

